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Abstract

A simulation approach is used to describ e annual tree growth and tree mortality from the output of a physiologically based
model (FORSA.'J'A). Heigh t and diameter growth are calculated directly from the amount of carbon allocated to sapwood by
considering I n optimum height/diameter rati o. which depends on stand density. Tree mortality is defined by means of a
relation between ner primary production and carbon loss due to compartment senescence. Thus. all responses to environment al
conditions considered in the physiologic al pan of the model are implicitly considered in the stand development description.
The dynamic simulation of stand properties . on the other hand. is required to apply the physiological based process description
[0 long-term assessments.

The model is used to describe height and diameter develop ment of three Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L. ) stands in eastern
Germany which are expos ed to different levels of nitroge n deposition and SO::: air pollution. Resu lts are compared with tree
ring analysis covering a period of 27 years. For further evaluation. the model is initialised with forest inventory data of 288
pine stands and is run over 23 years using daily weather and deposition data as well as fertilisation information as input. The
results are co mpared [Q data from a seco nd inventory of [he same stands. This comparison is conducted separately for regions
exposed [Q high and low deposi tion.

The model represe nts annual height and diame ter development at two of the three selected sites . With respect to the third
site. considerable distu rbunces in the ear ly years of stand development are assumed to be responsible for the unusual growth
trend. The regional evaluation of [he mode l yields correlation coefficients with forest inventory data between 0.57 and 0.86.
with a generally bette r tit on diameter and sremwood volume than height. The approach demonstrates the uncertainty of
estimations which are based on investigations at only few sites. and is discussed as a possible method for regional assessment
of forest de velopment unde r environmental change. r 1999 Elsevier Science B.Y. All rights reserved.

Keyw ords: Environment al chan ge: Nitrogen: Air pollution; Tree growth: Mortali ty: Modelling

1. Introduction
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The uncerta inty in future cl ima te co nditions and
atmosp heric depos ition increases the demand for
upprop n ute too ls that are able to evaluate the effe ct
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of projec ted changes on forest development (Fosberg.
1990: Krauchi, 1993). The question how forests will
respond to long-term impacts of changed environ
mental conditions is current ly addressed with a num
ber of different approaches. including statistica l
procedures (Pan and Raynal, 1995). canonical models
(Voit and Sands. 1996), gap models (e.g. Bowes and
Sedjo, 1993; Lindner et al., 1997), distance dependent
whole-tree models (Kahn, 1995). or physiologically
based models (e.g, Hunt et al., 1991: Sheriff et al ..
1996). In all of these approa ches, except the physio
logically-based model, growth responses are directly
calculated from environmental variables rather than
from their impact s on the various physiological pro
cesses. Thus, they can hardl y account for feedback
reactions. which may develop dynamically within the
system in response to new combinations of influences.

Physiologically based models are able to consider
interrelations between plant processe s in a multitud e
of possible impacts (Chen et al., 1994; Constable et al.,
1996; Sadana ndan Nambiar, 1995; Thornle y and Can
nell, 1996). However. since their focus is on short
term behaviour, they generally neglect feedback
between the tree and the stand level (Cropper and
Gholz , 1993; Friend et al., 1997; Oja and Arp . 1997;
Sheriff et al., 1996). This has been considered a major
source of errors in long-term assessments (Bassow et
al., 1990) and. since measurements of physiological
processes over decades are not carried out. the long
term evaluation of these models is not possible. Thu s,
procedure s, which describe stand development
mechani stically in relation to the underlying physio
logical processes are needed.

In order to produce output that can be used by the
forest practitioner, attempts have been made to modify
empiri cal function s of height and diameter growth in
terms of their dependence on physiological output
variables (Chen et al., 1994; Mohren et al., 1993).
This has been applied in more detail by Bossel (1994 ),
who calculated dimensional changes of trees expli
citly from the carbon increase of the sapwood corn
partment, and Korol et aL (1995) . who additionally
included a mechanistic description of tree mortality,

This paper describes the representation of annual
stand processes (height and diameter growth , tree
mortality) from cumulated daily physiological vari
ables. as implemented in the new forest growth model
FORSANA. The simulation of daily processes, includ-

ing the dependen cy on stand properties. is described
elsewhere (Gro te, 1998: Grote and Suckow, 1998).

To evaluate the stand growth model . simui ations of
diameter increa se. based on detailed informati on
about soil. weather. and deposition condit ions at three
Scots pine (Pinus svlvestris L. ) stands in eastern
Germany are compared with tree ring analyses.
extending 27 years back in time. For furthe r evaluation
of the representation of stand developm ents. the model
was initialised with forest inventory data of several
hundred pine stands within the same region. and forest
development was simulated in daily timesteps during a
period of 23 years. The results are separa tely com
pared for regions exposed to high and low deposition
with data from a seco nd invent ory of the same stands .

2, Study sites and methods

2.1. Study region

The investigation area for the evaluation of the
model - the Diibener Heide - is located in eastern
Germany, south of Berlin and north-east to the main
industrial centre of the former German Democratic
Republic, It includes about 450 km' of fores ts. with
more than 70% being even-aged stands of pure Scots
pine grow ing on sandy, anhydromorphi c soils with
less than 5% clay. The climate is characterised by
relatively dry conditions (550 mm precipitation per
year) and annual mean temperatures of 8.Q-8.5' C.
Until the year 1989 the area was highly impacted by
industrial emission s from power plants and chemical
industries. Industrial product ion was based on burning
ligni te without using pollution reduction technologies.
Thu s, annu al average atmospheric SO, concentrations
reached about 150 ).lg m- 3 in the western pan and
about 75 ug m - 3 in the eastern pan of the area, Bulk
deposition of nitrogen was about 1.5- 2.5 g m- , a- ' .
To compensate for forest damage, nitrogen fertiliser
was applied. mainly in the western part of the area.
during the seventies and eighties.

For the regional evaluation of the modeL site data
were entered into a geographic information system
(GIS - ARCIINFO). Fore st inventory, soiL and topo
graphic maps were digitised. Attribute data sets and
additional inform ation such as soil profile data and soil
chemical analyses were jo ined by importing the digital
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data into the relational data man agement sys tem of the
GIS.

To provide the forest gro wth model with a unique
set of site condition parameters for each stand. so
called spatial homogenous uni ts (SHUs) based on
even-aged forest pat ches were calculated using the
overlay and interpolation funct ions of the GIS. Time
series of SO: conce ntrations for every fores t stand are
based on the resu lts of a Gaussian model app roac h
calculating daily SO: dep osition for the yea r 1989
using" 500 m x 500 m grid size. Inter-annual varia 
bility was estimated using the annual trend of SO:
emissions considering point and non-point sources in
the area and abo ut 100 km aro und (Schal ler, pers.
commun.. 1996) .

A random subsample of 288 pine fores t stands older
than 40 years was selected. representing different
combinatio ns of SO: levels and nitrogen loads. The
data set contains forest invento ry data (age. height.
diameter. sternwood volume) as well as a so il descrip
tion for the part icu lar site (porosity. field capacity. pH

value. C and N contents for each soil hori zon ) for the
years 1970 and 1992. respec tively (Table 1).

2.1. Study sites

Three Scots pine stands are used for the evaluation
of the annual change in stand dimensions. These are
'R osa in the western part of the area. "Taura' in the
eastern part. and the reference site 'Neuglobsow,'
about 100 km north of Berlin. All stands are similar
in height (except Rosa ) and diameter (Wenk. in
Anonyrnus. 1997). but the y represent a gradient of
air pollution and deposition. Different amo unts of
add itional nitrogen was applied through fertilisatio n
between 1970 and 1985. Soil water capacities are also
considerably different at each site. Rooting depth is
about 60 cm and the ground water level is below the
root ing zone . Stand densi ty is highe st and gro und
vegetation (dominated by Avenella fiexuosa in Ne u
globsow and Taura, and Calamagrostis epigeios in
Rosa) has the sma llest biomass at the least polluted

Tabl. 1
Site and stand sta tistics of stands used for regional model evaluat ion. grouped by h ighly I -N- St medium (- ?'J'- S and - N-S). and
moderarelv f -~-S ) influenced sites

Variable 1970 199: Number of stands

Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

Tree a ~1! ,:yea rs)

"' :'I-S 53.3 10.8 I J . ;) 10.8 87

+1i- S 53.1 10.0 75.1 10.0 90

-N~S 51.0 6.9 73.0 6.9 9
-~- S 5 1.8 9.-1 73.S 9.-1 102

Stem diameter I cm J

";"' N~S 16.7 3.2 :!-l..,1. :!.9 87

"' :'I-S 16.6 -- ~.1 . 5 2.3 90~. -

- N- S 18.0 2.3 zs.s ~ .-l 9
- N- S 16.9 3.8 ~4. 8 3.3 1O~

Tree height ' Ill )

- :-.I+S 13.1 1.9 17.0 1.5 87
-:'I- S IJ. .:!. 2.4 18.3 " 90

- >l"'S 14.3 1.9 18.9 -- 9_ .~

- 1i-S I·U -- 19.1 1.9 102

Steniwood votwne ( /1/" ha -I)

"' :-.I - S 110.6 30.0 153.7 30.7 87
- :'1 - 5 138.5 36.9 19-1.-1 38.2 90
- N- 5 t3 1.3 19.5 195.3 39.3 9

-~- S 1 ~ 1. -I »r.» : I l.l .'..1 .:\ 102

-:\I' : teru iixed more than twice Juring: the investigat ion period: ~S ; average annual SO: concenrrano n o r' 19Y} above 75 pph.
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2.3. Model description

" Regional eval uation, in year-to-year eva luati on adjusted accord 

ing to the spe cific stand .

growth of the stand. The intensity of a thinning is
set to decrease with stand age. Fertilisation. which
generally had been applied as urea (CO(NH, J,l. is
considered by the model as additional deposition of
100 kg N in the form of ammonium. equally distrib
uted throughout the year of application .

In the modelling approa ch it is assumed that the
stand is horizontally homogeneous and that stand
processes can be described by means of the average
stem. The mode l does not account for differences in
tree individuals and is thus only suitable for uniform
forest plantations. Since not all trees are of the same
size even in a plantation. the stem number calculated
by the model from stand volume is only virtual and
does not intend to represent the actual number of trees .

Since the physiological part of the model is
explained in two separate papers (Grote, 1998; Grote
and Suckow, 1998). this part of the model is only
roughly explained. Nevertheless, some basic or new
feature s of the model are given in the Appendix A to

make the rationale easier to understand. The stand
development is described in more detail, including the
presentation of the parameters used in the equation
(Table 3).

Unit

m

m
kg dm":'

m

Table 3
Stan d mod el parameters

!'Jame Meaning Value

.6.Hl · ri " Height growth interval after first 1.8
thinning app licat ion

D13m ~x Max dia met er 0.4

DENS Wood density 0.45

FBRAmin Final bran ch fracti on on sapwood 0.14

FCRT Coarse roo t fraction on sapw ood 0 .2
FPS N " Thinni ng int ensi ty parameter om
FfHIN" Biomass relation of average om

harve sted tree to average tree

H mill
a Height at which firs t thinning 13

is app lied

KB Exponential par ame ter 10
QCDD Crown/diameter ra tio 13.3

QHDm"x Max height diameter ratio 130
QHDmin Min he ight diam ete r ratio 40
SLO_V Slope of tree mortali ty fun ction 0.3

Age 11993) 60 41 64

Average heigh t (m) 20. 1 18.0 16.0

Average diameter at 1.3 ill (cm) 21.0 20.6 20 .7

Stemwood volume (m:-) 339 242 208
Stem number (ha- I) 1043 852 788

Soil water capacity (SiC ) 125 215 170

Nitrogen content of current 1.43 1.80 2.10

needles (%)

Estimated fertil isation 200 lOO 900

from 197 0-1985 (kg N ha- I)

Annual ave rage SO ::, air 50 86 130
concentr ation 1989 (umol ill - .' )

Annual average 502 air 12 34 57

concentration 1994 (umol m- ~ )

site. Neuglobsow. More detailed data concerning the
sites and their history are pre sented in Table 2 and are
documented in HUlll et a!. (1995).

Tree ring analyses for model evaluation were per
formed in 1995 on stem discs of five harvested trees
from each stand, with each of the five trees belonging
to a different diameter class (10- 15, 15-20, 20-25,
25-30, >30 cm). The results were weighted by the
stem number within each class at each site. Daily
weather records from 1967 through 1993 were
obtained from the weather stations Neuglobsow (for
Neuglobsow) and Wittenberg (for Rosa and Taura) of
the German weather service . Deposition was esti
mated by the methods described above.

Initial stand data for the long-term simulati on of the
three inten sively investigated sites were not available.
Thus. they were estimated from stand age with empiri
cally developed functions of height , diameter and
stand volume. based on the forest inventory data of
a representative forest district. The soil data were
initiali sed as measured in 1994. but total nitrogen
content was reduced by the amount of total fertilisa
tion at the specific site. Additional gains from nitrogen
deposition or losses. for example. due to percolation
were not considered,

No information about thinning in the simulated
stands were available except general management
rules for foresters. Thus. a thinning procedure is
implemented in the stand growth model which mimic s
the conventional forest practice by decreasing tree
number at intervals which depend on the height

Neuglobsow Tauru Rosa

Table 2
Site and stand data of the three intens ively investigated stands
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15)

2.4. Phvsiological components

The physio logic al model separately describes the
canopy light cl imat e acc ording to the Beer-Lambert
law for diffuse an d direct rad iatio n in a number of
canopy layers (Spitters et al. , 1986). The es timat ion of
net primary productio n is taken from the FORGRO
model (Mo hren. 1987 : Mohre n et al. . 199 3). wh ich
calc ulates gross ph oto synthesis fr om an exponential
dependency on light (S pitters. 1986) and maintenance
resp ira tion from tempera ture and mineral co ntent of
each organ. Maxim um photosynthesis is limited by the
nitrogen co ntent o f the folia ge (Aber et al., 1996) as
we ll as CO: and SO: co nce ntra tio ns (Mohren et al.,
1992). Temperature affects the CO: -compensat ion
point and wa ter stress de vel opment in dependence on
potential eva po ratio n (Monteith, 1965) relati ve to maxi
mum transpiratio n. T he latter is calculated explicitly
from soil water content. co ns idering roo t bio mass and
distribution. grou nd vege ta tio n competition . and sap
wood water storage (G ra te and Suckow. 1998) . Carbon
and nitrogen all ocation to fo liage (which is further
divided by fo liage age classe s). woody compartments
(sapwood. heartwoo d. branches and co arse roo ts). re
ge nerative tissue. fine roots. and reserve carbohy drates
is determined on dail y time steps using a so urce/sink
rela ted approach. The sink strength of co m partments is
basically defined according to the princi pl e of func 
tional balanc e by their re la tionship to fol ia ge biornass,
but this relation shi p is allo wed to vary acc ording to
water and ni trogen supply (Grote, 1998) . New foliage
growth is su pplied fro m the reserve poo l wi th depen
de nce on temperature sum. Fol iage mo rtali ty is cal
culated fro m the re lati on ship between ne t carbon gain
and maintenance resp ira tion . Fine root mo rta lity
increases with decreasing so il water co ntent. Two
pathways are considered on nitro gen upt ak e. So il
nitrogen up take depends on water up take and the
concentratio n of differe nt nitrogen species in the soil
solut ion. Canop y uptake is estimated from deposi tion
data (Grote, 1998). Soil processes are de scribed with a
mechanis tic su bmodel based o n an agricultural model
(Kartschall et al.. 1990 : Suckow, 1986).

2.5. Height and dia meter grow th

hectare (N) and the annual sum of sapwood grow th of
the stand (GSA P) . simulated by the physio logica l parr
of the mode l,

GSA P
Gm =N x ( I - FBRA - FCRT ) (1 )

It is ass umed that the coarse root fraction (FCRT) does
not change in time. whereas the branch fraction
(FBRs\ ) increases with stem diameter at breast height
(D 13) in rela tion to the pararneterized max imum dia
me ter (D l3 m" , ) . minimu m branch traction (FERAmi, ) .

and an exponential parameter (KB) (equation fro m
Bosse!. 1994 ).

FBRA = FBRAmi, -'- (1 - FBRAmi, )e(- KBiDI3 013=, ))

(2)

In the next step. the new diameter at breast he ight and
tree height (H) are calcu lated from the increase in
stemwood biomass (GSTE) ' Therefore. the co ntribu
tions of diameter and height increment (dDOand dH)
to stem increment are differe ntia ted with respect to

time (fo r equation the ory see Bossel, (99 4):

CMV x d(DO" x H )
C STE = dl

, ( HP ) ,= CM V x D- x 2 x DO x d + DO x dH (0 )

with

7f
CMV = DENS x FORM x - (-I)

-I

With DENS being a parame ter for wood den sity and
FORM denoting the re lation between a cyli nder
derived from DO and H and the actual stem form .
In contras t to Bosse!. we assume the tree stem as a
cone . In this case. the fo rm parameter is always one
third and DO refers to the base diameter instead of the
diame ter at breas t height. From Eq. (3). the max imu m
diame ter increase ca n be obtained . if height growth is

assumed zero:

GSTE

GDOma, = 2 x C:'vIV x H x DO

On the other hand. the max imum height growth can be
de rived by ass uming no diameter growth :

First. the annual ..stemwood increase
1G'TE) is calcula ted fro m (virtual) tree

pe r hec tare
number per

G ITE
CH",", = C:"IV x DO'

16 )
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QHD,.,,= min (QHDm" , QHDmin

+ (QHDn" , - QHDmin)CAI ) (9)

Without a change in the relation between diameter and
height. Eq. (3) yields the following description of
diameter growth:

. ( G STE )
GDO = mm GDOm", x 3 x CMV x QHD", x DO'

(8)

However , if the deviation between height and diameter
growth should be described in dependen ce on envir
onmental conditions, Eq. (7) can be transformed to
include a variable height/diameter relationship
(QHD",).

sented in dependence to changing environmental con
ditions. How ever, it is assumed that the relationship
between base diameter and stem volume is constant
(1/3) , what is actually not the case. In yield tables, a set
of empirically found form factors is used to describe
tree volume in dependence on diameter at breast
height. Compared to estimations based on these num
bers the model yield s almost 20% less stand volume if
the height, diameter and stem number of the investi
gated stands are used. However, since the actual form
factor s of the sampled trees have been found to be
considerably small er than those in the yield tables
(Wenk , unpublished data) , the estimated volume
seem s to be only about 10% small er than the actual
one - the same magni tude of error as produced by the
yield table meth od. This error is not constant but
depends on the actual tree form and decreases with
decreasing height/diameter relationship as well as
increasing diameter. Since stand volume and not tree
number is used as an initial value, virtual tree number
is somewhat increased by this error and thu s there is
only a small effect on stand volume increase. Never
theless, in young stands with small dia meter and
relati vely large height, the error leads to a considerable
different tree mortality, Thi s is why no stands younger
than 40 years are uses in this study.

(7)GDO = GSTE

3x CMVx H x DO

QHD,ac shifts between parameterized boarders
(QHDmin and QHDm,,) in dependence on stand den
sity, which is described by the crown area index (CA!).
CAl stands for the fraction of crown-covered area in
relation to total stand area and is derived from the stem
number, average diameter and the parameterized ratio
between breast height diameter and crown diameter
(QCDD) .

") IT N
CAl = (DJ 3 x QCDDt x .4 x 10000 (10) 2.6. Tree mortality and harvesting

Due to the assumptions made about the stem form , the
new height and tbe diameter at breast height can be
simply calculated from the diameter increment and the
old dimensions.

(
GXDO)H =H+GH",,, 1 - - - - -

G x DOmax.
(11)

A vitality inde x (VIT) is introduced to characterise
tree health. It is calculated by dividin g net primary
production (POOL) by total annual compartment
mortality (M, foliage = l\TDL, fine roo ts = FRT,
coarse roots = CRT, branches = BRA, regenerative
tissue = REN) including core wood formati on (M S A P)

and exudation losse s (GEXS) '

VIT = :S POOL (13)
:S(M N DL + M FRT + M sA P + MCRT + M BRA + M RE,\ + GEXS)

By mean s of VIT and the slope parameter SLO_V, the
probability for natural tree mortality (FrOT) is cal
culated.

(H - I 3)
DJ3 = (G x DO+DO) x H ' (12)

The representation of tree stems as cone-shaped is
somewhat unconventional in forest biometry. The
model has the advantag e that a continuous chang e
in height and diameter development can be repre-

FrOT - 1 _ VIT SLO- v- ,
FrOT = O.

if VIT < I

ifVIT :::: I (14)
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Fig. 1. Interrelations between daily and annual modules in FORSAi\jA.

If the net primary production of the stand is smaller
than the overall amount of carbon losses, the tree
number as well as every single biomass compart ment
and all nitrogen pools are reduced to the same amount.
Thus. it is assured that no further change of ave rage
tree dimensions takes place. As demonstrated in
Figs. I and 2. small values of SLO_V provide for
only small changes in annual stem mortality until the
VIT decreases to very small values. Such conditions.
indicating a very severe stress, however. will lead to a
substantial stem reduction.

If thinning is applied. it has to be considered that
trees are generally not selected randomly by the
forester. but that the average size of removed trees
can be smaller or bigger than the average size of all
trees in the stand. In the model. the kind of thinning
can be determined by the parameter FIHIN, which
inuicares the size of the removed trees in re latio n to the
average tree in the stand . Thi s parameter is used on ly

for the calculation of the relative tree number reduc
tion (FHAR), but not for the reduction of tree com
partment biomass (wood. foliage, roots, reserve pool)
(FIOT).

FIOT = I - e' -FPSN " H I ([ 6)

The following recalculation of height and diameter
from the new stemwood and tree number values
(assuming no change in height/diameter ratio ) gives
the average stand dimensions after thinning. Thinning
occurs whenever a defined height (H mi') has been
reached (first disturbance ) Ot if the height growth
interval (ClHJ exceeds a certain height growth
interval (H en )' The intensity of the thinning is
characterised by the para meter FPSN, which can be
se t by the mode l user sep ara tely for each harvesting

event.
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Fig. 2. Probability of tree mortality in dependence on VIT (relationship between net carbon gain and carbon losses) and the slope parameter
(SL0 3).

3. Resul ts

3.1. Simulation ()!' annual stand growth

In Fig. 3(a-c). simulated diameter growth of the
three stands is shown together with weighted average s
obtained from the five harvested trees in each stand.
The year-to-year development is generally very simi
lar between the simulations of the average diameter
growth and the weighted average of measured tree ring
width. The absolute increase in tree ring growth
decreases with increasing diame ter and shows a con
siderable growth decl ine in drought years. for exam
ple. 1975-1976, 1989 (which is more expressed in the
simulation than in the measurements). A significant
growth increase after nitrogen fertilisation is observed
only at Neuglobsow, the stand with the lowest nitrogen
supply.

In the first decade, either larger (Neuglobsow,
1967- 1970) or smaller (Rosa. 1967-1976) growth is
simulated than is actually observed. In Taura . devi a
tions from measurements are considerable during the
whole period, with a change from underestimation to
overestimati on in the early 1980s. The general trend of

decreasing diam eter growth with increasing age is
most evident at Rosa, and is correlated with increasing
air pollution at this site. With decreasing air pollution
in the early 1990s, a recovery is indicated. although
dry years in 1989. 1991. and 1993 are counteracting
this development .

The simulated development of stemwood volume,
height and average diameter from esti mated initial
stand condi tions (Fig. 4(a-c). are very close to actual
measured stand conditions at Rosa and Neuglobsow
(compare with Table 2). At Taura, the simulated stand
values, which are initialised with conside rably smaller
heights and diameters because this stand is somewhat
younger than the other ones. did not reach the actual
observed stand dimensions.

In response to thinning, the average stern dimen
sions increase , because it is assumed that the average
harvested tree is sma ller than the average tree of the
total stand. Thus. recalculation of stand dimensions
after thinning yield a larger average tree. This effect is
considerably greater in Taura than in Rosa and Neu
globsow because Taura is younger and the thinning
intensity was assumed to decrease with stand age.
Thinning occurs more frequently at Neuglobsow than
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at Rosa. because highe r natu ral tree mortality at Rosa
leads to a reduced stand density (indicated by smaller
sternwood volume) . Thi s prefe rs diameter grow th over
height growth and conseq uently leads to fewer thin
ning events. which are co upled to height growth.

3.2. Regional simulations

The comparison of sim ulated stand properties with
forest invento ry data shows that all four investigated
groups of fores ts (-:-01-:-S. + N-S. -N-,-S. - N- S)
could be more or less represen ted by the model
(Fig. 5(a-c) and Table -l ). Height. diameter growth.
and stemwood volume are slightly underestimated.
indicating that the actual competition is slightly smal
ler than assum ed in the simulation. This could possibly

be due to a too small tree mortali ty in the model which
may resul t partly from the simplified tree growth
assumptio ns (see also stand model descrip tion ). The
develop ment of diameter and stemwood volume are
better represented as is height growth. In fertilised
stands which are exposed to only low levels of SOc'
simulated values are very close to measurements.
whereas they are somew hat smaller than the inventory
data in stands exposed to high sac levels. However.
stands with simulated tree heights between 17 and
20 m are distinctly closer to the measured values as are
stands with smaller tree heigh ts. This could possibly
indicate that the bias in simulation results vanishes in
taller stands (Fig. 5(b )) and that only one emp irica l
relation. like that impl emented in the model. may not
be sufficient to represent the dama ging effect for every
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Fig. 5 (Continued ).

tree age. However. too few stands taller than 20 m are
available to decide if there is actually a trend in the
simulation results.

In both simulations and measurements, height and
sternwood volume in the highly impacted group of

stands (+ N+S) is smaller than in the 'background'
group (- N- S). Height growth in this group is sig
nificantly different even to each other group (Table 5).
On the other hand. no differences in diameter growth
are apparent. In the group of stands which is only

Table 4
Correlation coefficients and mean differences between simulated and measured stand dimensions

+N-i-S +N-S -N-S - N+ S Total

Mean d ifferences
Diameter (cm) 2.9 0.7 2.5 0.8 1.6
Height ( In) lA 0.4 2.1 1.2 0.9
Stemwood volume (m3 ha- I ) 10 2 29 14 4

Correlati on coefficients
Diameter 0.80 0.74 0.79 0.86 0.79
Height 0.64 0.68 0.67 0.74 0.72
Stemw ood volume 0.76 0.75 0.70 0.57 0.78
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fertilised (+N-Sl. the whole range of tree dimensions
and stand volume occurs that was investigated. and the
simulation could represent each kind of growth
equally well. The non-fertili sed group. which has been
exposed to high SO, concen tration (-N+ S). cannot
be judged in comparison to the other groups because
its case number is too small (compare also with
statistics in Table 1).

4. Discussion

In general. the simulations at the selected sites gave
satisfactory results. Particularly, at Neuglobsow the
'background' site, simulations and measurements are
in good agreement over the whole time period. At
Rosa. stand development could be repre sented by the
simulation, although the site had been exposed to
multiple influences which varied substan tially in time.
The simulated growth in Taura, however, is too small
compared to the actual growth and dimensions of the
stand.

The simulation of year-to-year changes in growth
could be represented in a very realistic fashion, regard
less of the dominating impact (N or 5). Most of the
growth dynamics in this respect could be explained by
changes in water supply. which lead to a decreased
growth. particularly when two dry years occurred
sequentially (1975-1976). The simulated effec t of
decrea sing 502 concentra tion on growth is apparent
particular at Rosa. This effect is known from labora
tory experiments (e.g. Mooney et a1.. 1988: Tesche et
al., 1989), but is also in general accordance with field
observations (McLaughlin et al., 1982: Sterba and
Eckrnullner, 1988: Shaw et a1.. 1993). Similar ly.
increa sed growth with additional nitrogen supply in
nitrogen-limited systems. as is part icularly true for
Neuglobsow, is well-known (e.g. Malk onen et a1..
1990: Niefnecker, 1985). Thi s is consistent with a
decreasing benefit from additional nitrogen at the
well-supplied sites like Rosa and Taura. which is also
well-documented in literature (Bergrnann and Flohr,
1989).

One of the problems comparing simulated tree
growth with measurements (Fig. 3(a- c» is connected
to the kind of measurements that are available. Tree
ring width can be measured only on trees that have
survived until 1995. Thus. only the most competitive

trees are represented. whereas the growth of trees
which died due to natural reasons or which are har
vested are not included. In the simulation. however.
stand growth is calc ulated as the average of all trees
that were actually present in the stand. This means that
also the less vigorous trees are included in the simula
tion as long as they are assumed to live at all . Since the
fraction of trees that die during one year is usually
only 1-2 percent . the deviation between simulated and
measured tree ring width on an annual basis is gen
erally small. It can be considerab le. however, if the
mortalit y is increased due to particular stress events
(in Rosa 6% mortalit y is simulated in the mid 1980s
due to high air pollution), or if the continuous selec
tion of less competitive trees leads to a shift in genetic
growth potential or diameter distribution. Thus. under
stress conditions (Rosa and Taura>Neuglobsow) and
early in the simulation period, measured diameter
increment is usua lly greater than the increment of
the actual average tree.

Initial stand prop erties of Rosa, Taura and Neu
globsow are estimated only from stand age. This is a
very coarse estimation and most of the deviation
between measurement and simulation during the first
(3-5) years may be attr ibuted to errors in initialisation.
It should be noted that the simulation results are
particularly sensitive to initialisation errors in the
height/diameter ratio, because this ratio determines
the distributi on of stemwood growth. Additionally, the
part icular weather and deposition conditions may
sometimes deviate from the measurement records
used in the simulation (which is probably more impor
tant for Rosa and Taura than for Neugl obsow).

Other source s of errors are disturbances. like dis
eases or storm damage that are not accounted for in the
simulation. It is known that pest infestations have
occurred several times at Neuglobsow, which may
explain that the simulation sometimes indicates a
higher growth than that actually observed.

That the simulation failed to represent stand devel
opment at Taura may be due either to some kind of
disturbance or extraordinary stand dimensions at the
beginning of the simulation, since the stand is now less
dense than that at Neuglobsow, although it is 19 years
younger. It is assum ed that the stand has been subject
to severe stem reduction in the past. which increased
the availability of light and nutrients and thus growth
of the remaining trees. This theory is supported by the
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observation that the regional average dimension for
stands of the same age is 13.6 m height and 15.4 cm in
diameter. which is very close to the simulated results
(Fig. .I( c) ).

Considering the multi tude of possible impacts that
could not explicitly be take n int o account . the result of
the regional eva luation can also be considered satis
factorily. The growth reducing effect of air poll utio n.
which is particular effective on height growth. is
simulated quite well. The higher sensit ivi ty of height
growth. compared to diameter increase. is apparently
related to the altered density of the poll uted stands and
could be shown here for the first time in both mea
surements and simulat ion. Also. the growth increasing
effect of nitrogen fertilisation. which is stro nger for
stand volume increase than for height or diameter
growth. is met in the simulation. Th us. it can be
assumed that a rnechanistica l representa tio n of tree
mortality is indeed necessary if all the diffe rent
aspects of stand development should be estimated.
It has to be adm itted. however. that only the nitrogen
effect at the less polluted sites can be discussed here .
because the number of cases in the - N+ 5 group was
too small to yield significant results.

In stands which are only moderately exposed to
anthropogenic influe nces ( - N - 5 ). the diffe rence in
stemwood volume betwee n the simulated and mea 
sured data is higher. The reason for this is still unclear.
Possibly. it is due to the fact that desasterous influ
ences (e.g. wind thr ow. diseases) have lead to a
replacement of many stands at pollute d sites (which
are thus not incl uded in the data set anymo re), while at
less polluted sites the damage was less severe (but
neverthe less lead to considerab le deviat ions from the
simulation). This effect. however. needs to be inves
tigated further and requires more info rmatio n about
the site histo ry at the simulated plots.

5. Conclus ions

A stand growth mode l is mechanistically linked to a
physiolog ical model. which pro vides sensitivity to
temperature. light. dro ught stress. CO~. air pollution.
and nitroge n supply. The inc rease of the wood co m
partmem as we ll as the relation ship betwee n total
": :lrb t)fl g:.l in and [0[:11 carbo n loss de term ine tree
growth and mortality in the stand process model. Thus.

a feedback between individual tree physiology and
stand level characterist ics is establi shed: this is
required for long-term calc ulations where boundary
co nditions of the stands cannot be assumed to be
constant.

Generally. a major advantage of coup ling tree phy
siology and stand processes is the poss ibility of model
eval ua tion on a broader scale in time and space.
However. beca use of the ir large data requirements.
physiologically based models have seldom been
applied on a reg ion al scale. When this has been done.
either hypothetical boundary conditions were assumed
which were no t intended to represent actual conditions
(Friend et al ., 1997). or only very few sites were
simulated alo ng a gradient of conditions that were
assumed to be representative of the whole region
(Running, 1994). It has been demonstrated. howe ver.
tha t the evaluation of a very sophisticated model at a
single site is cumbersome and may be by no means
representative. Based on this conclusion. the present
approach offe rs an alternative to (medium scale)
regi onal asses sments. because initialisa tion with for
est inventory dat a and coarse soil information allows
the simulation of a large number of stands. Further
mo re. the stand development calculations. which are
prese nted here. enable the model to be evalua ted at the
same scale.

The simplicity of the approach and the requ iremen t
of the underlying physiologi cal model for more or less
homogeneous canop y conditi ons. restricts the appl ic
ab ilit y of the current model to even aged. single
species plantations. In young stands. additional pro
blems arise from the assump tion of a fixed stem form
as well as from the fact that only stems above a certain
diameter are counted as stemwood by general forest
inventory prac tise . Very old or damaged stands. on the
other hand. may be subjected to additional stress
factors not acco unted for in the model (e.g. storm s
and disea ses).
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Appendix A

The water balance equation yields the soil water in a
specific layer: from percolation. total uptake (from
trees and ground vegetation ), and groundevaporation.

o
at (WC(: . t ) - FC(: )) = PERC(:.t) - (UPT(: . r)

-i- EP,(:, t )) - FCON(: ) x (WC(: , t) - FC(: ))2

(A I)

w e. water content (mm); Fe. field capacity (mm);
PERe. percolated water (mm); UPT. total uptake
(mm); EPs. evaporation from the uppermost soil layer
(mm); FCON. soil layer conductivity (texture-specific
parameter).

The actual water uptake is limited by the canopy
demand on transpiration and by the available water.
The latter is defined as the sum of plant available soil
water that can be transported into the canopy within
one day and the net loss from the sapwood water.

TRA'max = L UPTpm X CREL + WCS X FWCS

(A 2)

TRAma, . maximum transpira tion (mm); UPTPO"

potential water availability in one soil layer (mm);
CREL, relative hydraulic conductivity of the stem;
WCS, water content in the sapwood (mm); FWCS,
relative amount of the sapwood water that is available
for transpiration.

The potential water uptake of the trees is defined by
the water supply. It is calculated separately for each
soil layer and is limited by either the amount of water
between wilting point and field capacity or the uptake
capacity of fine roots in a specific layer.

tivity. mm I: UMAXrRT_v, maximum fine root uptake
of the ground vegetation (mm): HFe. relative ava il
ability of soil water; We. soil water content (mm);
WP. wilting point (mm).

Growth in every compartment besides foliage is
calculated according to the net carbon gain and the
relative demand for carbohydrates of this pan icular
compartment i. The demand is derived from a func
tional relation to foliage biornass.

D,
G;=POOL x~

L,D,

(
WOPT -W)D · = max 0 I I

, ' WOPT;

G, growth (kgCH20 day-' ); POOL, net carbon gain
(kgCH20 day -' ); D. relative demand for carbohy
drates; 11: biomass (kgDW); WOPT. optimum bio
mass (kgDW).

New foliage is grown from the reserve mass com
panment by means of development function until a
previously defined biomass growth is achieved. The
total foliage growth is determined by a parameterised
maximum leaf area index and stand density.

DVS
gro

= 1 - e(·K"n x(TK-TK"». ;f TK>TK,; (A6)

DVSg ro• development state of foliage growth; TK.
temperature sum since the first of January ('C); TK, ,;.
critical temperature sum ; Kovs. curve para meter.

The relative fraction of foliage (and sapwood)
mortality at each day is derived from the relationship
between daily assimil ation and respiration. Monality
increases with decreasing assimilation relative to
respiration and is limited to a maxim um of 5% of
annual foliage morta lity. The annual litterfall is pre
determined as a fraction of the total foliage . which is
empirically increased under the influence of S02'

ilDVSmm = O. if L: .6.DVSm", 2:
or DVSmm(t) :s DVSmm(t - I )

(

UMAXFRT ). UMAXUPTpo, = L mm HFC x (WC _ WP) x ~ FRT
UMAXFRT+ UMAXFRT_v

(A 3)

UMAXFRT• maximum fine root uptake of trees
(derived from fine root biomass and specific conduc-

.6.DVSm",= min(O.05, Kmm x (DVSmo, (t)

- (DVSnmt )(t - 1) )). if DAY < 364
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~DVS """ = I - L~DVSmo, ' otherwise (A7) References

QRA - QRA,m"
DVSmm = I _ QRA if QR.Ami, < !

nlln

DVSmm = O. if QRAmm 2: (AS)

~DVS """ . fraction of da ily fo liage morta lity :
DVS""". development state of fol iage mortality:
DAY. day of the year : Kmoc• curve para meter: QR.",,-.
ratio between daily resp iration and net assimilation:
QR.""-min- smallest QRA of the year.

The share of fine roots that die during a day
develops between a parame terised max imum and
minimum value according to the water-stre ss factor.
which is calculated from the amou nt of water in a
particular soil layer relative to the wa ter content at
field capacity.

F'vl FRT = Ta rn, ., - (TOm:!., - TO"'i' ) X RWmer
(A9)

PvIFRT. fraction of fine root morta lity in each soil
layer: TO:11U.'" maximum daily turn over: TOm i n , mini
mum daily turno ver: R\Vnw r' wa ter-stress factor.

Canopy nitrogen uptake is calculated from daily
:--;0 , and ~11 .' field deposition rates assuming that the
deposition at fores ts is somew hat increased compared
to the field and tha t a net uptake of nitrogen can only
occur if foliage nitrog en conce ntration is below a
certain threshold. Furthermore. canopy uptake is lim
ited by a maximum uptake rate which is estimated
tram leaf area index and water stress.

l:~, . canopy uptake of nitrogen (kg ha - I): UN,,,,,.
da ily maximum uptake of nitro gen (kg m - ' I: LA!.
kat" area index: R\V~to , water-stress fac tor. reduc ing
stomatal cond uctivity: CNF. nitrogen concentration
at foliage: CNF"p,. optimum value for CNF (calcu
lated from pararneterised maximum and critical
values): CNF"i ' critical value for C:-1F: DEPv " . dailv
deposi tion of NO, (kg ha - II: DEP" H.'. dail'y deposi
rion or" ):"H , I k2: h:.l- I

) : FDEP. facto r increasina
~" !d deposition I:alculated trorn leaf area and stand
J t:;lsity ).
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